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Micro Cloud
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Ingram Micro, a Microsoft Indirect Cloud Solution Provider, is an industry leading distributor of cloud solutions 

focused on Azure, Modern Workplace, and Dynamics 365.

In the complex cloud economy, we are proud of our role in making our partners’ road to success with

Microsoft simple and clear. We focus on streamlining and creating a success formula for partners that will help 

them optimize their business growth. We do this with over 20,000 partners around the globe every day. Ingram 

Micro invests in our people, platform and partner programs to reach and teach partners of all sizes – from the 

smallest local reseller through to the largest global managed services providers (MSPs). 

Partner Programs

Platform and Services

Industry Leadership

Strong Communities

Hear From Our Partners
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Ingram Micro’s various programs provide Cloud Solution Providers (CSPs) comprehensive tools and services 

that are designed to help reduce the complexity in understanding cloud solutions and how they address

customer needs. CSPs in the Accelerate programs receive marketing and sales assistance, competency 

training, certification exam vouchers, preferential pricing, and more. Thus, helping them attract new customers 

and close more deals while helping customers get to cloud maturity. We also provide programs specific to ISVs, 

partners with advanced technical capabilities as well as programs with different flavors of enablement tracks. 

CSPs can participate in program of their choice to gain competency across the entire Microsoft IT stack. 

The Azure Accelerate Program ,  created with the

influence of SureStep, enables over 2, 500 registered 

partners across the entire IaaS lifecycle. It delivers 

exclusive services, promotions, and offerings for 

partners at all stages of building an Azure practice. 

It delivers business model transformation for Cloud 

Services.

Robust programs designed to accelerate time-to-revenue

Azure Accelerate Program

" [Ingram]  also has such a great partner 
program [for Azure]  that in working with 
them we are incented to provide great 
service and, therefore, are able to provide 
great service at a cost that is appreciated 
by customers." 

—  Eric Hendrickson
      Chief Technology Officer, Provisions Group

Partner Programs
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Modern Workplace Accelerate  is a program

designed to deliver exclusive services, promotions, 

and offerings for partners to achieve depth and scale 

in Office 365 and Microsoft 365. CSPs in the Modern 

Workplace Accelerate program receive marketing 

and sales assistance, Microsoft 365 Fundamentals 

and advanced Security and Teams technical training, 

preferential pricing, free migration to Microsoft 365, 

24/7/365 L1 and L2 partner and end-customer

support and more, helping them attract new

customers and close more deals while helping

customers get to cloud maturity. 

Modern Workplace Accelerate Program

“Through the Modern Workplace
Accelerate Program we were able to train 
our staff, get free AvePoint migration for 
our clients and offer extended support not 
only to our inside team, but to our clients 
directly.”

—  Michael Contento
       CEO, My Blue Umbrella
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Dynamics 365 Accelerate  is a program designed to: 

1) help Microsoft partners start or 2) grow a Business

Applications practice. We have developed a Global

Dynamics Professional Services Practice so our

partners don’t have to. Our partners can be a player in

the Dynamics cloud without risk, investment, or

experience. We have all the GTM and enablement

materials our partners need to engage their

customers with the Dynamics 365 Customer

Engagement and Business Central proposition. With

Practice Development, Marketing Automation, and

Demand Generation services to go along with turnkey

CRM & ERP packages delivered by Microsoft’s best

Dynamics 365 partners - Ingram Micro brings the

Indirect Provider channel’s first true partner to partner

program to life.

Dynamics 365 Accelerate Program

“Ingram Micro has done a fantastic job 
of blueprinting and executing on the 

P2P motion this year. Bridging the gap
between Dynamics and Modern

Workplace is vital to our strategy this 
year and beyond, and Ingram Micro 

has accomplished tremendous work 
towards building the plan for the new 

three-cloud partner!”

David Werner
 Territory Channel Manager, Microsoft
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       CTO, PrologMobile

The ISV Activate program helps Independent 

Software Vendors take the risk out of migrating to 

the cloud, assists in developing and executing a go-

to-market strategy and optimizing their cloud 

management model.

"I feel more confident in making
technical decisions after being armed with 
the knowledge and understanding of the 
options in front of me." 

—  Zach Vorwaller

ISV Activate Program

The Microsoft Expert Program  was designed to 

fast track partners to become experts in one of two 

key solution areas for Microsoft: Security or

Teamwork. The 3-month program provides exclusive 

resources and benefits to help partners fully develop 

their practice; from training, to marketing, all the way 

Microsoft Expert Program: Security

through to sales execution with 1:1 business guidance 

from a dedicated Ingram Micro Security BDM.

Ingram Micro’s investment in accelerating 120

partners globally on developing a security practice 

with Microsoft 365 Business Premium. As part of 

the program, partners receive dedicated business 

planning, an executive opportunity to fly to Redmond, 

WA for a Microsoft Security EBC, Microsoft MS-500 

certification training, marketing development funds 

(MDF) for Microsoft 365 demand generation, funded 

CSAT security assessments to use for Microsoft 365 

customer opportunities. 
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Dynamics Angels  is a program exclusively available 

to Ingram Micro partners. Developed in concert with 

Cooper Parry IT, 2019 Dynamics Partner of the Year, 

we offer our partners the opportunity to sell , learn, and 

deliver repeatable D365 solutions.

CPIT & Ingram Micro Cloud join forces to deliver both 

capacity & competency to the Dynamics 365 channel. 

Dynamics Angels Program

Ingram Micro partners benefit from the experience in 

delivering fixed-price, fixed-outcome, rapid

deployment methodology, automation, IP, and

world-class support. Available in 16 Ingram Micro 

Cloud Markets, Dynamics Angels offers the first truly 

global Dynamics Partner-to-Partner program.
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Ingram Micro is the only Azure Expert MSP certified 

indirect provider to this date. Azure Expert MSPs are 

required to demonstrate “top tier expertise” in

managed services, spanning initial assessment 

through to architecture and design, in addition to 

ongoing support, security and optimization. The 

certification enabled us to “ further assist” partners in 

building their own businesses by extending services 

and expanding offerings. For cloud resellers, Ingram 

Micro Cloud also offers the ability to white label our 

Microsoft Azure professional and managed services.

Unmatched level of platforms and services
through continuous investment 

Azure Expert MSP 

“Ingram Micro recently received their 
certification as a Microsoft Azure

Expert Managed Service Provider!
This is a HUGE accomplishment for

organizations, helping set them
apart as top providers for Azure”

G avriella Schuster
Corporate VP, One Commercial Partner, Microsoft

Platform & Services
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Staffed with 45 highly experienced engineers, the Ingram Micro Azure COE provides specialized training,

support, managed services, solution architecting, and consulting services to Azure customers and partners. 

The Azure Expert Services bundle at the heart of the Ingram Micro COE combines the CloudCheckr tool with 

deep specialized knowledge to provide Ingram partners and customers with a number of free services. Every 

Azure subscriber benefits from these services. The Azure COE leverages the skills of veteran engineers with 

expertise in a range of technologies and disciplines, including:

Ingram Micro Center of Excellence

Serverless Architecture

and API technologies

Advanced and Hybrid Networks

Advanced and Hybrid

Networking Architecture

Automation and Templating for DevOps

Containerization and Hyper- Scaling

Security Architecture

Cloud Optimization

Assessment and Migration

Management and Monitoring (24x7)

The extensive skillset and experience of these seasoned engineers are complemented with the cutting-edge 

knowledge of new hires straight out of college. Ingram Micro is committed to nurturing new talent amid our 

established pros.

With our Microsoft Azure COE, Ingram Micro combines human expertise and experience with proven solutions 

to give its partners the insight, experience, and best practices they need to assess, plan, prepare, migrate,

optimize, and manage their workloads in the cloud.

“The COE is a proven method for
managed service providers to develop 

their skills, deepen their capabilities, 
and increase their capacity. The COE 

enables our partners to deliver
customer success in a repeatable and 

profitable way, ensuring transformation 
and growth in the digital transformation 

economy.”

Eduardo Kassner
CTO, One Commercial Partner, Microsoft
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Ingram Micro has transformed from a traditional IT

distributor and cloud aggregator to a software

powerhouse, with our CloudBlue commerce platform 

on Azure. 750 developers work on this cutting-edge 

cloud management platform, a hyperscale

technology. As a co-sell partner, Ingram strives to 

enable every partner in their digital transformation 

journey. 

CloudBlue is a modular, scalable, extensible, and 

CloudBlue built on Azure – the world’s 
most powerful cloud commerce engine

secure carrier-grade platform that enables the 

profitable, end-to-end delivery of services, including 

onboarding, automation, aggregation, distribution,

go-to-market, and support. This complete turnkey 

system fills the gaps left in existing systems or

replaces existing ordering, service catalogue, billing, 

provisioning, and operations management platforms 

while easily integrating with back-office systems.
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Million seat
subscriptions

5.3
Cloud

products

120+

Available
languages

6

Global 
Premier
Support

Countries
48+

Currencies
16

L2 Reseller
support & L1

End-user support
for M365

24/7

Marketplaces
26

Support cases
closed on first

contact

80%

Best Cloud Computing Marketplace, ChannelPro Network, Gold Winner 2017, 2018 and 2019

Ingram Micro’s award-winning Cloud Marketplace

Ingram Micro Cloud Marketplace is the world’s largest marketplace of leading digital products and services. 

Partners can instantly purchase and provide hundreds of SaaS and IaaS services to their end customers as 

well as access go-to-market strategies, technical and back-office tools, and support. They also can access the 

marketing and sales collateral needed to propose and deliver complete solutions to their customers as well as 

reduce time to market and grow revenue. With Cloud Marketplace, companies can quickly scale their

businesses, increase profitability and adapt to industry changes.

“Ingram Micro Cloud allows us to move 
quickly and spend less time on
provisioning and administration tasks.
We can have a new service up and running 
for a client in just a couple of hours.”

—  Alex Reilly
      Senior Engineer, Olsen Technology

Serverless Architecture and API technologies

Advanced and Hybrid Networks

Advanced and Hybrid Networking Architecture

Automation and Templating for DevOps

Containerization and Hyper- Scaling

Security Architecture

Cloud Optimization
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The Go-to-Market Hub provides a comprehensive set of go-to-market automation tools, from sales

enablement and digital marketing resources to industry insights and education, all in one place. It ’s a source for 

partners’ sales and marketing teams to learn about and market software as a service (SaaS) and infrastructure 

as a service (IaaS) products. Features include a standardized set of product and solution playbooks, digital 

marketing campaigns, interactive sales tools, industry news, market insights, and updates about vendors and 

products. It can be accessed by logging onto the Ingram Micro Cloud Marketplace.    

Go-to-Market Hub
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Ingram Micro Cloud is the first indirect provider to connect the marketplace with Microsoft’s New Commerce 

Platform to make partners transition as frictionless as possible. We’re committed to making partner’s transition 

to new commerce experience quick, easy and profitable.

Our technical and operations team spent countless hours participating and contributing from co-design

session to roundtables to assist Microsoft in bringing NCE Azure to partners in market while our partner-facing 

resources focused on enabling our partners through webinars and trainings on the new features and changes.  

As an Indirect CSP partner transacting on Ingram Micro Cloud, partners can continue to enjoy the ease of

making transactions through our Cloud Marketplace, while also benefiting from eligible incentives by upgrading 

to the new commerce platform -- without a complex and costly transition to the new platform.

New Commerce Experience for Azure (NCE Azure)

I N G R A M M I C R O C L O U D
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Industry Leadership

Today, resellers and service providers need to be agile 

while evolving their cloud businesses more and more 

quickly. Ingram Micro Cloud Summit has become a 

must-attend event in the industry.

Unique events and thought leadership
to bring more value to our partners

Ingram Micro Cloud Summit 

Ingram Micro Cloud Summit 2020 is an event focused 

on agility and speed—with every aspect designed to 

give partners access to the fastest-growing market 

today as well as the emerging markets of tomorrow.

Register NowWatch 2020 On Demand  and Register for 2021 to join us for this must-attend event.

https://now.ingrammicrocloud.com/thedigitalsessions?utm_source=All-links&utm_medium=CS20&utm_campaign=DigitalSessions&utm_content=CSDS5W220
https://www.ingrammicrocloudsummit.com/
https://now.ingrammicrocloud.com/thedigitalsessions?utm_source=PR&utm_medium=IMCPR&utm_campaign=DigitalSessions&utm_content=AnnouncementCSDS5W220
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EM E A

Stockholm
N ovember 14

Breda
N ovember 19

Tel Aviv
December 4

Augsburg
N ovember 14

London
N ovember 20& 21

Paris
December 10

Barcelona
December 11

APAC

Sydney
December 4

Mumbai
December 4

Singapore
December 12

AM ER I CAS

Sao Paulo
N ovember 27 & 28

Mexico
December 4 & 5

San Francisco
December 4 & 5

Chicago
December 9

Medellin
December 10 & 11

Toronto
December 11

As an industry leader in go-to-market innovation, 

Ingram Micro Cloud is always looking for new ways 

to support the next wave of technology companies. 

That’s why we have launched the Comet

Competition—the only challenge dedicated to

discovering talented B2B independent software 

vendors (ISVs) and funding their trajectory to 

channel market success.

With the opportunity for companies to compete for over 

$4.5M in go-to market (GTM) funds, while building a 

lasting business relationship with Ingram Micro Cloud, 

the Comet Challenge aims to accelerate the success of 

the most promising startups under the stars.

This competition is supported in part by Microsoft as 

part of a partnership between Microsoft’s Microsoft 

for Startups group and Ingram Micro Cloud. Our goal 

is to accelerate the success of the most promising 

startups under the stars.

Comet Competition 2.0 – A Responsibility and a Commitment 

“Ingram Micro is a very important
partner of Microsoft. We have a very 

long history of success together. And 
I’ve been most impressed with the 

transformation that Ingram Micro is
going though. The amount of value

Ingram Micro is providing to the
partners today, it is really impressive.”

David Willis
CVP, US Partner Group, Microsoft

(2019)
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Strong Communities

Ingram Micro & Our Partners

Our financial group immediately launched new

financial terms and programs as a business

sustainability initiative for both our partners and theirs 

to continue the momentum that existed pre- COVID. 

We extended $110 million in additional credit with the 

Kick Start Financing Program, waived financial

service fees, offered exclusive payment terms to

partners and launched Future Funds Program to

support partners during the COVID -19 crisis.

Understanding and responding to our partners’ needs 

have always been our number one priority. This year, 

we were able to run several virtual and in-person 

roundtables in multiple countries with Microsoft

executives and Ingram Micro executives to hear

partners’ experience and opinions.

C OV I D -19 Response

Partner Roundtables 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wKumVauCM_Q
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In collaboration with the Microsoft team, Ingram Micro 

is able to produce a monthly partner-facing newsletter 

with updates related to Azure, Dynamics and Modern 

Workplace. The Partnership Post not only highlights 

the top news from Microsoft but incorporate ready-to-

use Ingram Micro Cloud channel offerings, updates, 

promotions to motivate our 20,000+ Microsoft CSP 

partner base to grow their Microsoft business.

Monthly Partnership Post 
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In collaboration with the Microsoft team, we were

able to create a unique experience for our top

partners throughout the year. We ran over five

Executive Briefing Center events with our partners. 

For one of the events, we invited our partners' end 

customers as an opportunity for our partners to win 

new customers, making the experience even more 

valuable.

Partner Executive Briefing Center Experience 
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Hear From Our Partners

Since training their staff through Ingram Micro’s Flight 

Academy – Advanced training towards Security

Administrator Certification, MBU has increased MRR 

by 20% - a running trend amongst partners who get 

MS-500/MS-700 certified with Ingram Micro

worldwide (Average: 20 -30% growth, 2 months 

post-training).

The right partnerships matter. My Blue Umbrella has 

made a name for itself by changing the way

companies think of IT—combining managed and cloud 

services to streamline business and drive growth. 

As a leading cloud solution provider (CSP) in Canada , 

My Blue Umbrella created their WORKanyPL ACE 

solution to deliver increased productivity, better 

collaboration and tighter security—all through one 

solution. Through Ingram Micro’s Modern Workplace 

Accelerate Program, My Blue Umbrella has been 

able to build a strategic relationship with Microsoft to 

power their business solutions using Microsoft 365. 

The Modern Workplace program, available exclusively 

through Ingram Micro, is ready to deliver the same

enablement, support and promotions for your business. 

My Blue Umbrella (MBU) – 
Canada

“Ingram Micro has really allowed our team 
to stay above the curve.”

“Through the Modern Workplace
Accelerate Program we were able to train 
our staff, get free AvePoint migration for our 
clients and offer extended support not only 
to our inside team, but to our clients
directly.” 

—  Michael Contento
       CEO, My Blue Umbrella

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JCUsJOndRU4
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PrologMobile provides processors of used

mobile devices with innovative, cloud-based

data-as-a-service (DaaS) and reporting-as-a-service 

(RaaS) platforms that help decrease risks for the

mobile device resale industry.

At any given time, the PrologMobile platform is

analyzing nearly one hundred devices a second for 24 

hours a day, supporting operations in four continents. 

Seeking a scalable solution to increase system

usage while managing their costs, PrologMobile used 

Ingram's Azure Professional Services to analyze their 

environment and migrate to Azure.  PrologMobile is 

continuing to partner with Ingram Micro for ongoing 

Cost Optimization Services to manage and optimize 

its cloud infrastructure. 

Blue Silver Shift (BSS) are Azure Experts and have 

been partnering with IM for the past 3 years. BSS has 

been focused on helping ISVs modernize their

infrastructure to the Azure Cloud. Recently, iQmetrix, a 

retail mgmt. software company, selected BSS and IM 

as their Cloud CSP provider to move their entire SaaS 

application, currently in 3 different on-prem data

centres across North America , to Azure. BSS started 

with a cloud economic assessment to better

understand how the Azure migration would fit

iQmetrix’s needs. IM brought more to the offer

including Azure credits, free professional migration 

services and architectural

support as the client shifts from an on-premises

mindset to a modern cloud infrastructure.

This is a phased implementation that will realize 

$400k in ACR this year and will grow to $3m placing 

BSS in the top 5 Azure partners in Cda . BSS is now 

replicating this model across several ISVs with

pay-as-you-go along with other Azure, security and 

management solution offerings for software

companies where BSS adds strengths to cloud

infrastructure and app modernization.

PrologMobile – ISV- USA

BlueSilverShift – Canada

"I feel more confident in making
technical decisions after being armed with 
the knowledge and understanding of the 
options in front of me."

“ We started out relying on Ingram Micro 
from a transactional perspective, but 
quickly realized that they are so much 
more. Their team helps us every day with 
access to programs, funding and
technical support that help us grow and 
scale our business. The strength of our 
partnership allows us to provide solutions 
to our clients and win multi-million-dollar 
Azure contracts such as iQmetrix.”

—  Craig Slack
      CEO, Blue Silver Shift

—  Zach Vorwaller
      CTO, PrologMobile
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For many small businesses in the Stroughton,

Massachusetts area, NorthlightIT is the trusted source 

for all things information technology. Northlight assists

clients in aligning business goals and IT solutions 

to maximize overall ROI. By providing individualized 

attention, Ingram Micro has helped Northlight migrate 

from a more traditional-style company to a mature and 

fully-managed service provider, as Jeff Heather,

Principal, has explained. Among their services are 

complete IT coverage, strategic IT consulting, data 

security and cloud solutions.

Northlight IT (previously branded as NCGIT) saw their 

Cloud business grow over 40% in 2018 by

Northlight IT – United States

expanding their portfolio and partnering closely with 

Ingram Micro. Today, Northlight IT is a top 5%

Microsoft CSP and a ‘Tier A’ DropBoxpartner.  Not 

only has the Northlight team implemented a significant 

portion of Cloud portfolio, but they have also become 

involved in various business and leadership

opportunities, such as the Trust X Alliance community 

and the Masterminds program.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pYF1bvuKRV4]
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Within just one month after signing on, Proact has

become Ingram's largest IaaS partner in the

Netherlands. Proact lies at the heart of the region’s 

media focus, and their expansive portfolio has allowed 

Ingram to expand into the Northern European market 

while also assisting Proact in fulfilling their clients’ goals.

Proact – Netherlands

“Ingram Micro enables us and our customers 
to strive toward higher business models, and 
they assist us with acquiring prominent
clients in the European IT industry. If it
weren’t for Ingram Micro, we wouldn’t
have many of our clients today, such as
Bisnodeand Opera.”

—  Mark van der G raag
      Account Manager at Proact

“Ingram Micro Cloud makes it easy for partners to be successful. The collaboration 
between GreenPages’ Cloud Enablement and Operations Experts and Ingram Micro’s 
Cloud solutions architects is collaborative and complementary. Together we’re able to 
offer an incredibly attractive and powerful solution that allows clients to deliver
innovation for their business.”

—  Tony Perfilio
       Director of Sales Excellence, GreenPages

More from our Partners
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“We wanted to leverage the experience and value that Ingram Micro could bring to the 
table. I have a good, longstanding relationship with Ingram, and the story was compelling 
and met all of our needs. The ability for us to come to market with a seasoned team that 
knows how to accurately assess and migrate an environment, augmenting our own
abilities, is extremely useful.”

—  Preston Strait
       Vice President of Engineering, Secure Retail Networks

“It is my pleasure to inform the leadership within Ingram Micro that you have an asset
that I have not experienced in my 35 years of being in the channel. The amount of
brainstorming and can-do attitude will deliver scalable results not only for our company 
but the channel as well as the manufactures. As you may know, your Marketing Team has 
completely changed the dynamics of the industry, and there’s not another competitor 
that has the tools and commitment that you developed in the space.”

—  Mark Evans
       SVP of Sales, Eagle Tech Corp.
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